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Klint W. Alexander

Dean, University of Wyoming College of Law

Dear Class of 2020,
Congratulations to all of you who are graduating from the University of Wyoming College of Law!
You should be proud of this achievement in this special year of our Centennial Anniversary, and commended for your
dedication and hard work to reach this point in your lives and careers.
The conferral of the Juris Doctorate (JD) degree means that you are now part of an exclusive club of legal professionals
worldwide. This credential is exclusive because less than one percent of the world’s population have a law degree.
It’s exclusive because the JD is the most flexible advanced degree in the world, allowing you to work in almost any
profession, and the only degree that qualifies you to practice and serve before the judicial branch of government in
democratic society. Former Chief Justice of the Supreme Court John Marshall once wrote that “the Judicial Branch of
Government is the most powerful branch of government because American courts have the power to strike down laws
and government actions that contravene our basic liberties.” The JD club is exclusive because you will soon carry a
license that empowers you to represent your fellow man and stand up for those who cannot stand up for themselves to
take on the corrupt, the greedy, the arrogant, the deceitful, the envious, and the boastful in society.
During these extraordinary times, the world needs more good lawyers and judges. The COVID-19 crisis and growing
problems surrounding health care, education, trade, immigration, free speech, environmental degradation, and inequality
require a new generation of innovative thinkers and problem solvers. You, as a member of the Class of 2020, are part of
this new generation, and you will be expected to solve problems with a compassionate eye.
The world also needs more attorneys who are committed to public service and helping others in need. What I like the
most about this class, and perhaps the most important aspect of your class, is your commitment to public service. In
addition to attending classes, most of you participated in one of the College’s clinics, externships, and outreach programs
during your time in law school, assisting Wyoming citizens and people around the world in need of legal services. I
commend you on your efforts to give back during law school, and I hope that you will continue to give back and fight for
those who cannot fight for themselves in your professional lives, remembering the old adage “with great power comes
great responsibility.”
Congratulations again to all of you for this tremendous accomplishment, and good luck in your future pursuits! We look
forward to hearing great things!
Klint W. Alexander, Ph.D., J.D., M.Phil.
Dean & Professor of Law

University of Wyoming College of Law

Lindsay A. Hoyt
Assistant Dean, College of Law

To the Graduates of 2020:
A short note to tell you that it has been my honor to watch you learn & grow over the past three years. I started my
job when you started law school, and our time together has gone fast. I hope you’ve loved your time at Wyoming
law, and leave having learned the things that will give you a strong foundation in your careers and in life. There is
a book that embodies my thinking about the things in life that are important. If you want to know the book (though
some of you already do), please reach out (my appeal to stay in touch). But even if you don’t, I hope you carry the
following with you:
1.
		

Instead of looking at whether your glass is half empty or half full, sometimes it’s enough to
be grateful to have a glass.

2.
		

Sometimes real strength comes from being weak, and the bravest thing you can do is ask
for help.

3.

Never underestimate the love that is around you. You are never alone.

4.

Finally, every storm has an end. That is never truer than it is now.

Class of 2020, you have grit. You have persevered. You are tenacious, smart, and wonderful. Go get ‘em.
							All my best wishes,
								Dean Hoyt

University of Wyoming College of Law

William L. Simpson
District Court of Wyoming
for the Fifth Judicial District

William L. (Bill) Simpson was born to Al and Ann Simpson in 1957 in Laramie while
both of his parents finished their degrees. Growing up in Cody, Bill developed a deep
love and affection for everything Wyoming, including the University.
After graduating from Cody High School in 1975, Bill attended the Deer Field
Academy in Massachusetts for a year before returning to the University of Wyoming
to get his Bachelor of Science Degree in 1980. He then attended the University of
Wyoming College of Law, graduating in 1983.
Upon graduation, he returned to Cody to work with Charles Kepler and continued to do so
until 2012. Bill also became a partner with Burg, Simpson, Eldredge, Hersh and Jardine in 2000.
During his career he also served as a criminal defense lawyer with the Public Defender’s Office for over 25 years, a civil defense
lawyer, a plaintiff’s lawyer and pursued a wide variety of other legal activities.
In 2017 Bill Simpson was appointed as the State District Court Judge for the Fifth Judicial District by Governor Matt Mead.

Dear Graduating Law School Class of 2020:
My name is Bill Simpson, and I had the great honor of being selected to speak at your graduation ceremony on May 16, 2020.
Unfortunately, due to very difficult circumstances throughout the Country and the World with this Pandemic, this graduation
ceremony has been modified. However, despite these extremely trying circumstances, I wanted to tell all of you how much I
appreciate being selected to speak, even it is just in these few short paragraphs, and to convey to you my deepest congratulations,
thoughts and prayers for your future going forward upon your graduation from the University of Wyoming College of Law.
The challenges that all of you will face, professionally and personally, going forward in life will be great. But remember what you
have learned from the College of Law, the wonderful professors, administrative staff and all involved in your education with the
College of Law. You will encounter many challenges in the practice of law, and the business of life, as I know many of you already
have, but value your education and the lessons learned while attending this great school, and it will guide you and direct you for
the remainder of your life.
Always remember on this great day of your graduation the sacrifices of family, friends, and all of those who love and care about you
and that you can take full advantage of the opportunities given to you by so many who have come before you.
There is a quote I would like to pass on to all of you in commemoration of your graduation and it goes something like this, and I
paraphrase … “Remember the powerful play goes on and you may contribute a verse. What will your verse be?” I trust that your
verse or verses will be based upon what you learned during your time at the College of Law, and will allow you to move forward
in life and your chosen profession with compassion, understanding, and the commitment to utilize your skills and training in a way
that will benefit society now and in the future.
Once again, congratulations to all of you, and may God bless you and your families as you pursue this next chapter in your lives.
Thank you again for the opportunity to express these comments to all of you.

University of Wyoming College of Law

Michael C. Duff

Professor of Law
2020 Outstanding Faculty Member
Michael C. Duff, a Professor at the College of Law since 2006, is a Vice Chair of the
Workers’ Compensation Committee of the American Bar Association’s Tort Trial and
Insurance Practice Section and a fellow of both the American Bar Foundation and the
Pound Civil Justice Institute. In 2017, Professor Duff was elected a member of the National
Academy of Social Insurance.
Professor
Duff is widely considered one of the leading national experts on workers’ compensation systems and
is quoted frequently by the national press. He has written extensively on various complex labor and employment matters,
including preemption issues emerging from the interplay of Title I of the federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA) and state workers’ compensation systems.
Professor Duff teaches the College of Law’s courses in Torts I, Labor Law, Workers’ Compensation Law, and Employee
Benefits Law.
An experienced legal practitioner, Professor Duff spent nearly a decade working as an attorney, adjudicative official, and
investigator in various National Labor Relations Board offices immediately prior to joining the College of Law’s faculty. In
his work life preceding the study of the law, Professor Duff was for eleven years a Teamsters shop steward and blue-collar
ramp service worker in the airline industry, leaving that occupation in 1992 to study labor law at the Harvard Law School.

Emily Ruth Williams
Class of 2020 Speaker

A native of Laramie Wyo., Emily attended the University of Wyoming for her
undergraduate degree, which she earned in Human Development and Family Sciences.
Driven by a desire to help people, she enrolled in law school knowing that many of the
struggles people face in their lives are legal.
Throughout her law school career, Emily worked in the Defender Aid Clinic and served
her final year of law school as the Student Clinic Director. Emily spent substantial time in
the courtroom, arguing multiple cases for the Clinic in the District Courts of Johnson County
and Washakie County, and before the Wyoming Supreme Court, as well as appearances in other
courtroom proceedings across Wyoming.
Following graduation, Emily will continue to serve the state at the Wyoming Public Defender’s Office.

Professor Alan Romero

2020 Commencement Hooder

Professor Mark Glover

2020 Commencement Hooder

University of Wyoming College of Law

Michael C. Duff

Professor of Law, 2020 Outstanding Faculty Member
Dear Class of 2020,
I am deeply honored to have been selected by you as the 2020 Outstanding Faculty Member. But the honor is especially
significant to me given the unprecedented rigors of the semester we have all just lived through. It is customary for graduation
speeches to be strewn with extravagant statements about how you represent the future and are embarked on a journey like
no other in a world that is constantly changing and rife with challenges. But I am not exaggerating when I say that the world
you are about to meet as a lawyer is likely to be quite different from anything you or I have seen before. I may be wrong,
but it is my strong belief that you will be involved in rebuilding a new society.
As you know from your time with me in torts, I live in a mental world populated with “harms” and “costs.” I “preach” that
someone will bear the costs of harm, and that we should be especially careful in determining who that someone will be (and
why). No exam hypothetical I could conjure would replicate the emerging terrain of harm and suffering that you may have
to address. But I have every confidence in you, for you are decent and competent people—the best of what this Nation has
to offer. I am often asked, “What keeps you awake at night as a lawyer?” You may be unsurprised to learn that I am seldom
at a loss for words when answering the question. Yet, just the other day, in a podcast, after the host asked me the same question, I answered in a way he did not expect. I said, “Let me tell you what gives me hope.” I went on to say that my students
and colleagues gave me hope. Everywhere I go I encounter you, your classmates, and my fellow faculty members looking
very, very tired, but asking, without fail, “What comes next?”
And so, I put it to you, what comes next? This is no dystopian novel. This is the challenge of “right now.” You may not have
known that “right now” would come so soon. But here it is. And I will let you in on a little secret, you will never be braver
than on the day you take the first step into the future. But take it you will. And I will want to hear all about it, as the sun is
rising.

Emily Ruth Williams
Class of 2020 Speaker

Hey Team,

Though honored, I must admit I felt nervous about this speech. Saying something that would apply to our class as a whole
is a daunting task. It’s also difficult to sum up such an important chapter in our lives. I decided I would start from the beginning. This chapter began with a solar eclipse. We all stood outside of the law building in our first week looking up at the
sky while wearing weird glasses. I remember trying to think of facts about planets to break the ice with the strangers around
me. Looking back, it is hard to imagine not knowing these people as they have become my peers, friends, and role models.
We experienced the worst of times and the best of times together. Specifically, I remember walking out of our Torts II final
exam thinking to myself “I literally don’t understand what happened in the last two hours of my life. I just bombed that test!”
I then looked around at the other students in the parking lot and we had a good laugh at our mutual misery. Similarly, I am
certain that I won’t forget our experiences with the Socratic Method, specifically, Professor Romero’s version of the Socratic
Method. The words “you just have to read the first sentence” still haunt me.
There were times of loss when a classmate lost a loved one, or experienced serious health problems or personal hardships.
We rallied around each other and I think that the hard times, especially, bonded us. Our class developed a reputation of camaraderie (among other things I’m sure) that made our journey unforgettably enjoyable. I remember being told “your class
is weird… it’s like you guys like each other”. When I look back on these last three years, though I will remember the classes
and many legal principles, the thing I will remember most will be the people.
I think there is a lesson in that.

University of Wyoming College of Law

In Shakespeare’s play, The Merchant of Venice, a woman named Portia pleads that mercy accompany justice. In her plea she
implies that justice as the usual thing is abstract, colorless and devoid of human attributes. This view of the justice system
was more recently shared by Christopher Darden, an actor and famous attorney, who said that “the law has no compassion.
And justice is administered without compassion.” In the words of Elle Woods, no offense Portia or Chris, but that has not
been my experience.
I have learned that there is a human element necessary to the practice of law. No matter what type of law we pursue, our job
will revolve around people. The law is created, interpreted and enforced by people. The cases we are given will require that
we analyze the relations and actions of people. And, many times, our job will place us in positions to inform and persuade
people. The law may not have compassion or empathy but we, as people, do. We will always be someone’s advocate, adversary, or associate.
When I think of advocacy, I think back to Summer Trial Institute. Professor Easton spoke of people needing lawyers at their
lowest points when, many times, they have no one else to believe in them. There is a very human element involved in that.
Though limited, my experience in the Defender Aid Clinic has shown me that our job, as lawyers, is often to bring empathy
to the law by stepping into our client’s shoes and telling their story. The Defender Aid Clinic has seen some loser cases (like
there-is-no-way-in-hell-we-will-win type cases). Yet, clients were grateful for our help because they had the feeling that
someone was in their corner. People need people.
When I think of adversarial relationships, I think about Wyoming. Wyoming lawyers are typically known for their sportsmanship in and out of the court room. I remember my dad telling me about an experience he had when he was asked to
testify on a juvenile’s behalf in court. He watched the attorneys greet each other warmly and present a plea agreement. The
judge stated that she typically would not accept such light conditions, but seeing as both parties agreed, and after hearing
about the juvenile’s circumstances, she did. My dad commented that that was how court ought to be. Though we won’t always have a similar resolve, the principle of courtesy still stands. If the Wyoming way has not been your experience in this
state, I hope that you will remember courtesy as OUR way and keep it as a guiding principle wherever you go.
Lastly, when I think of associates, I think about us. They say that law school teaches us how to think. I believe law school
also teaches us how to be as it places us in contact with people we want to be like (at least in my experience). Socrates said:
“there is no possession more valuable than a good and faithful friend”. The value of a friend increases ten-fold when they
are your mentors and co-workers. I can’t count the hours spent talking through a case with a co-worker and looking back
to realize how crucial those conversations proved to be. I also can’t forget the amount of gratitude I have for people in my
study groups (Income Tax especially because that book wasn’t written in English). Those people, and a patient professor,
make all the difference. I hope that in our future careers we will have those crucial people, but more importantly, that we
will be those crucial people to those around us.
Considering our starting point, it is only fitting that we close out our journey during a world-wide pandemic. We lost our
graduation ceremony, real closure to the last three years, and some certainty for what the next year will look like. Significantly, we lost our last few months working together (excluding the zoom classes where we immediately became more
conscious of our appearance). I will be the first to say that my typically positive outlook on life has been overshadowed by
a bleak view of the stressful months ahead and the loss of human contact. However, I have made a resolve to focus on the
beauties in life.
A man named Joseph B. Wirthlin once said, “come what may and love it. Life has peaks and shadows and times when it
seems that the birds don’t sing and bells don’t ring. Yet, in spite of discouragement and adversity, those who are happiest
seem to have a way of learning from the difficult times, becoming stronger, wiser, and happier as a result.” I hope that these
trying times can give us a greater appreciation for normal life and an opportunity for character-building as we push ourselves
head -first into our careers. Come what may, wherever we are, I hope that we will love the opportunities given to us and raise
ourselves to the challenge. I hope that we will be smart, hardworking, and reliable attorneys. Lastly, I hope we don’t forget
the human element of law and of life.
					Congratulations Class of 2020…..We did it!
1

George Everson, Human Element in Justice, 10 J. Am. Inst. Crim. L. & Criminology 90,90 (1919).
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Law Faculty

Klint W. Alexander		

Dean and Professor of Law

Sam Kalen 			
				

Associate Dean and Centennial Distinguished Professor of Law and Co-Director,
Center for Law and Energy Resources in the Rockies

Lindsay A. Hoyt		

Assistant Dean for Staff and Student Affairs

Mellissa Ballengee 		
Alexander

Professor of Law

Jacquelyn Bridgeman
Kepler Professor of Law and Interim Director, School of Culture, Gender and
				Social Justice
Kenneth D. Chestek		
Professor of Law, Assistant Director of Legal Writing and Assistant Director of
				
the Center for the Study of Written Advocacy and Director of the Externship
				Program
Danielle R. Cover		

Associate Professor of Law and Director, Civil Legal Services Clinic

James M. Delaney		

Winston S. Howard Distinguished Professor of Law

Debra L. Donahue		

Emeritus Professor of Law

Michael C. Duff		

Professor of Law

Stephen D. Easton		

William T. Schwartz Professor of Law

Stephen M. Feldman		
Jerry W. Housel/Carl F. Arnold Distinguished Professor of Law and Adjunct
				Professor of Political Science
Jerry Fowler			

Assistant Professor of Law and Director, International Human Rights Clinic

Harvey Gelb			

Emeritus Professor of Law

Mark Glover			

Professor of Law

Darrell D. Jackson		

Professor of Law and Director, Prosecution Assistance Clinic

Lauren McLane		

Assistant Professor of Law and Director, Defender Aid Clinic

George Mocsary		

Professor of Law and Director, Entrepreneurship & Business Law Practicum

Timothy G. Kearley		

Emeritus Professor of Law

Noah B. Novogrodsky
				

Carl M. Williams Professor of Law and Ethics and Director, Center for
International Human Rights Law and Advocacy

Jerry R. Parkinson		

Emeritus Professor of Law
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Amy K. Pearce		

Head of Public Services

Debora A. Person		

Director, Law Library

Dona Playton		
Associate Professor of Law and Director, Family and Child Legal Advocacy
				Clinic
Tawnya K. Plumb		

Head of Collections

Dee Pridgen			

Emeritus Professor of Law

Tara K. Righetti		

Associate Professor of Law

Jason Robison		

Professor of Law

Alan Romero			
Carl M. Williams Professor of Law and Social Responsibility and Director, Rural 		
				Law Center
Joel L. Selig			

Emeritus Professor of Law		

Michael R. Smith		
				

Carl M. Williams Professor of Law and Ethics, Director, Legal Writing Program,
Director, Center for the Study of Written Advocacy

Temple Stoellinger
				

Assistant Professor of Law, Haub School of Environment and Natural Resources
and Co-Director, Center for Law and Energy Resources in the Rockies

Elaine A. Welle		

Emeritus Professor of Law

Adjunct, Fellow and Visiting Faculty

Matthew Chudacoff, Tom Fleener, Jay Jerde, Tori Kricken, Emily Madden, Melinda McCorkle,
Devon Peterson, Mario Rampulla, Dickie Shanor, Tom Sullins, George Zimmerman

Law Staff
Tammy E. Ackerson 		

Law Library Specialist

Christine M. Reed

Director of Communications

Michell Anderson 		

Student Services Coordinator

Ashli Tomisich

Director of Career Services

Sarah Armstrong		

Law Library Shelver

Susan M. Wozny

Law Library Services Supervisor

Lloyd Baker 			

Office Associate

Dave Bluemel			

Registrar

Tim D. Crawford 		

Director of Experiential Learning

Ryan Harper 		

Senior Accounting Associate

Edward Havugimana 		

Executive Information Technology Specialist

Laurie Kempert 		

Executive Business Manager

Marguerite L. Latta		

Law Library Specialist

Sabina McConville		

Faculty Assistant

Lisa M. Nunley 		

Director of Admissions & Student Services
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TahNee L. Alton
Kasey June Benish *
Natalia Bergander §
Dana Blakeley
Tia Lynn Bossert
Kyle M. Brandon
Doug Brodbeck
Adam Colby Carman *
Lucas John Carr
Mitchell C. Cozad §
Colton D. Craft
Mathias Dalrymple
Jack Day #
Daniel Dorough ¥
Molly Nicole Duncan
Patricia Duncan
Gregory Fredrick Edwards
Shayla Fosmo
Nimsy Arlet Garcia Vega #
Thomas Carl Garvie
Kylee Ann Gibson §
Hallie Guidry *
Brooke Dee Hamilton §
Kari Ann Hartman *
Toni E. Hartzel #
Dustin N. Harvey
Tayler Heintz ¥
Meridith Heneage *
Cassandra Herndon *
Noelle Hill
Annie Holdsworth §
John William Hornbaker IV *
Robert Willard Jett
Brandon M. Johnson §

Micah Johnson
Manion Keith
Patrick Kent *
Marshall E. Keller §
Levi Corbin Kelly
Jennifer D. Kiesel
Katelyn Marie Krabbenhoft
Samuel James Laffey ¥
Rodolphe J. Laske
Renee Leone *
Christian Charles Allen Marsh
Matthew R. McGuire §
Jeremy Meerkreebs *
Jason George Mitchell *
Ashlee Morse
Mackenzie Rose Morrison
Adelaide Peabody Myers *
Terisa M. Oomens ¥
Benjamin Michael Peterson
Amy N. Pettit
Grant Price
Heidi Reeves-Messner
Brent Richard Rhodes *
Grant Rogers
Sean W. Rooney
Chris David Ryan
Peter Sarosh Tanksalvala *§
Morgan N. Temte *
G. Nolan Thomas *
Connor Alexander Thompson *
Brittany N. Thorpe
Loren Mariah Wadas
Emily Ruth Williams

* Projected Honor Graduates: Honor Graduates must graduate with a 3.400 GPA or
better and complete 59 hours at the University of Wyoming, College of Law
§ December 2019 Graduate
¥ Joint Degree
# Indicates Military Service
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2019-2020 Board of Advocates
Energy Contracts Negotiation Competition
Renee Leone
Richard Day Client Counseling Competition
Chris Ryan
ABA Negotiations Competition
Aubrey Staples
Davis & Cannon Natural Resource Competition
Terisa M. Oomens

2019 Potter Law Club Executive Board and Representatives
President – Colton D. Craft
First Vice President – John William Hornbaker IV
Second Vice President – Erin Vargas
Treasurer – Robert Willard Jett
Secretary – Kasey J. Benish
Public Relations Representative – Emily K. Sloan
Student Faculty Representative – Matthew R. McGuire
ABA/Public Service Representative – Gregory F. Edwards
1L Class Representatives – Ted Sutton and Christina Porath

2019-2020 Legal Writing Teaching Assistants

Meridith Heneage, Renee Leone, Jason George Mitchell, Morgan N. Temte

Wyoming Law Review – Volume 20 – 2019-20 Editorial Board

Editor in Chief – Jason George Mitchell
Managing Editor – Meridith Heneage
Article Editors – Adam Colby Carman, Hallie Guidry, Morgan N. Temte, Kari Ann Hartman, Adelaide Myers,
Grant Rogers

University of Wyoming College of Law

CLEA (Clinical Legal Education Association) Outstanding Student Award

Awarded annually to recognize law students who have excelled in a clinical course in law school. An
outstanding clinical student is selected by the clinical faculty of each law school.
2020 CLEA Outstanding Graduate – Emily Ruth Williams

National Association of Women Lawyers Outstanding Law Student Award

This is awarded annually to the graduating student selected by the faculty who best exemplifies the following:
Contributes to the advancement of women in society; promotes issues and concerns of women in the legal
profession; exhibits motivation, tenacity and enthusiasm; demonstrates high academic achievement; earns the
respect of the law school community.
2020 NAWL Outstanding Graduate – Toni E. Hartzel

2019-2020 Clinic and Practicum Programs
Civil Legal Services Clinic

Student Director – Brent Richard Rhodes
Outstanding Student Intern – Jennifer Dean

Defender Aid Clinic

Student Director – Emily Ruth Williams
Outstanding Student Intern – Emily Ruth Williams

Entrepreneurship & Business Law Practicum

Student Director – Samuel James Laffey
Student Director – Gregory Nolan Thomas
Outstanding Student Interns – Samuel James Laffey, Gregory Nolan Thomas

Estate Planning Practicum

Student Director – Cassandra Herndon
Outstanding Student Intern – Andrea Nelson

Family and Child Legal Advocacy Clinic
Student Director – Heidi Reeves-Messner
Outstanding Student Intern – Kasey June Benish

International Human Rights Clinic
Outstanding Student Intern – Andrea Griena

Prosecution Assistance Clinic

Student Director – Mackenzie Rose Morrison
Outstanding Student Intern – Molly Nicole Duncan
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Tia Lynn Bossert

To my Lisa – I will never be able to repay you for all you’ve done for me. I
definitely cannot express what you mean to me in a graduation program. You
are the reason I am graduating today. You pushed me, you helped me through
my darkest moments, and you supported me during my greatest times. I’m so
thankful you let me adopt you! I love you more than you’ll ever know and
yes, I will forever be indebted to you so never hesitate to ask.
To Brook – Thank you for adopting me and chewing my ass when needed. I
appreciate you so much!
To Cole – My husband and best friend. You came into my life at the perfect
moment and I can’t wait to see where life takes us. I love you.
To Miss Aci Deci – You’re my best girl!
In memory of my Poppy and my Grandma Jeanne, I hope I made you proud.
I miss you both so much. I will see you on the other side. I love you forever.

Colton D. Craft

To Rick and Carol (Mom and Dad), thank you for the unwavering support
over the last few years. Though this adventure has been different from those
past, you never forget to remind me that the destination of success is forged
in the journey along the way. Words cannot express how grateful I am for
everything you have done for me, and I’m not sure I ever will. All I can say is
thank you, and I love you!
To Patricia, I think it’s safe to say neither of us expected to leave Wyoming
with much more than a Law Degree. And yet, we find ourselves on the verge of
starting a life together. The strongest bonds are forged under the most difficult
circumstances, I know ours will be one that lasts a lifetime. I love you :)

University of Wyoming College of Law

Molly Nicole Duncan

To My Parents: Mom and Dad – I cannot begin to express how much your support, encouragement, and love has
meant to me these last three years. Thank you for answering the countless phone calls where I told you I couldn’t
do it – and for always telling me that I could. Thank you for visiting Laramie so much and making this town a
home. Thank you for teaching me to always say a prayer first. Thank you for encouraging me to believe in myself
and to pursue my dreams. Thank you for instilling strength and determination in me. I am so lucky to have you
two as my parents. I wouldn’t be where I am today without you. I love you both!
To Tyler: Thank you for standing by my side through every unexpected emotion these last three years. Thank
you for always helping me take a step back and look at the bigger picture. Thank you for sharing in every event,
and always letting me take pictures. Thank you for helping me make some of my favorite memories. Thank you
for loving me back to my real self. Thank you for being my rock. I couldn’t have survived this milestone without
you. I love you!
To My Siblings: Matt, Mandie, Moriah, Brett, and Dori – Thank you for being my best friends. Thank you for
giving me an outlet, and always helping me find a way to laugh. Thank you for sharing in the highs, and hugging
me through the lows. Thank you for constantly supporting me and helping me be the strongest version of myself.
Thank you for being my inspiration to follow my dreams. I am so blessed to have endured the last three years, and
life, with my Wolf Pack. I love you all!

Daniel Dorough

First, I would like to thank my parents for their generosity, grace, and compassion during my law school career
and throughout my entire life. You have been instrumental in supporting me during good times and bad, and any
success I achieve will be attributable to your unyielding and unconditional love. I love you both very much.
I would also like to thank Professors Sam Kalen and Temple Stoellinger for their assistance in helping me to
complete the JD/MA program in Environment and Natural Resources. I am incredibly grateful for your advocacy
on my behalf and will not forget your concern and support.
Additionally, I would like to thank Professors Mark Glover and Debora Person for their mentorship and guidance.
Your encouragement and kindness has helped me navigate the difficult and trying maze of law school, and I am
truly appreciative.
Lastly, I would like to thank my colleagues in the Class of 2020. Law school often has the unfortunate reputation
of being cutthroat and hypercompetitive, but our class was an exception to this “rule.” We looked out for each
other, and that is something to be celebrated. I have made friends who have helped me through some very difficult
periods of my life, and I am forever indebted to them for their camaraderie and goodwill. I believe we are a unique
and talented group, a cohort who have considerable potential to achieve greatness and, hopefully, make the world
a better place through our knowledge of the legal system. Thank you all, and best wishes.
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Patricia Duncan
Mom and Dad,

Thank you so much for everything you do. Thank you for always being
there for me and for supporting me through all things, both emotionally and
financially. Thank you for pushing me to follow through with beginning law
school and sticking with it once I started. I would not have made it through
the last three years if it weren’t for your love, support, care packages, phone
calls, and paper editing help sessions. It would be an understatement to say
that I owe it all to you. I couldn’t ask for better role models, a better support
system or better parents. I love you both.
Phillip,
Thank you for supplying me with an endless stockpile of new running shoes
for the last three years to help me run through, or maybe run away from, the
stressors of law school. I couldn’t ask for a better brother.
Colton,
Thank you for being my eyes and my study buddy. Thank you for always
talking me off the ledge and for being my voice of reason, but most of all
thank you for being my best friend.

Cassandra Herndon

To Skyler: Thank you endlessly for all the support you have provided for me
the past three years. I could have never made it through law school without
your support. Thank you for the endless hours studying together, the times we
ditched class to go surfing, the thousands of hours spent on Facetime, and the
adventures through it all. You have been my rock and my biggest cheerleader.
You have always been willing to go the extra mile to help me, whether it was
moving all my stuff back across the country, or simply making me dinner. I
am endlessly grateful for all you have done. I truly don’t have any idea where
I would be without your support and help. I love you to the moon and back
and can’t thank you enough.
To my parents: Thank you so much for all your support the past 20 years
of school. Thank you for the hundreds of care packages and for always
encouraging me to chase my dreams. Thank you for always making sure I
had what I needed to succeed in school. I am eternally grateful for all your
support and love.
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John William Hornbaker IV

To my amazing wife, Danielle: I really need to be careful with what I say to
you. Remember when we watched Making a Murderer together? I said I could
do a better job than those lawyers. You said I should go to law school and
become a better lawyer. Then you bought me the LSAT For Dummies book.
You challenged me to pursue my dream, then encouraged me until it became
reality. Your endless support and infinite patience made this possible. You
sacrificed so much to make this happen. This achievement is at least as much
yours as it is mine. I have no idea what comes next. Doesn’t matter - it’ll be
an adventure with you and little man. Love you, babe.
To my son, Aidan: I thought the only thing scarier than starting law school
would be having a baby in the middle of it. But I wouldn’t change a single
thing. You’re perfect. You are the missing piece that I didn’t know I was
missing. It’s all for you. Love you, son.
To my parents: Your constant encouragement throughout this whole experience
kept me grounded and focused. The FaceTimes and mini-vacations back to
Colorado to stay at the Hotel Northfield were the most needed distractions,
and have brought us closer than ever before. I truly couldn’t have done this
without you. Love you both.
To my siblings: Y’all are the best. We still on for Tuesday?
To all my in-laws: Each and every one of you mean the world to me. You
know who you are and why I love you. We’re bringing baby boy to visit as
soon as possible. Special thanks to Dorinda, Kimmy, and Jessi for coming to
help out when Aidan was born. Love you all.
To Laurie & Walter: You drove across the country multiple times to visit us,
and stayed for nearly a month to help out when Aidan was born. We needed
that so much. Laurie, you even came back again to take care of Aidan while I
was in the Summer Trial Institute. Amazing. Walter, you spent essentially your
entire summer vacation remodeling our kitchen and teaching me skills that
will serve me for the rest of my life. I’m truly thankful that your handyman
skills are better than your one-liners. Love you guys.
To all my friends: Thank you for your support. I miss you. Call me (after the
bar exam).
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Robert Willard Jett
Dear Mom and Dad:

Thank you for supporting me throughout this entire process. The past three
years have been an amazing experience. Law School has been tough, fun, but
most importantly, rewarding. Both of you have put up with a lot but deserve
more than words can express. I sincerely appreciate the stability and support
back home from “Team Jett.” But don’t think it’s over quite yet because we
still have one more year to go. Love, RW
Clark:
Thank you for helping me out these past three years. Whenever I needed to
talk to someone, you were always there for me. I could not have done this
without the support from my best friend. Even though you now live 10 hours
away, your contributions are a huge part in earning this degree. I am more
thankful to have you as my brother than you will ever know. Thanks man.

Levi Corbin Kelly

I have my parents Frank and Tina Kelly, Carroll Hurd and the entire Hurd
family, Mariah Wadas, and Cheryl Wadas all to thank for supporting and
mentoring me.

Samuel James Laffey

Mom and Dad: Thank you for building me up, for believing in me, and for
teaching me the tools and skills necessary to be successful and leave my
mark on this world. I am blessed to have you as my parents. I worked hard
to succeed because you both showed me what hard work and real success
look like. I doubt that I would have come to Wyoming without the difficult
choices you both made many years ago. Having you both in my life made the
difference.
Pedro, Pookie, Jibbsy, Topper, and Junior Mint: Thank you for your love and
support. You are the best and I treasure you dearly.
Uncle Tom, Mr. H, Sabby-Dabby, Uncle Roger, Snake-Eyes, Pastor Starbuck,
and Michael Manson: Thank you for inspiring me to attend law school,
encouraging me to get my MBA, and teaching me about the world and life.
Thank you for assisting me and for praying for me throughout my life. I owe
you and so many others thanks for your impact on my life.
Thank you to my mentors and my friends. You know who you are. I would not
have gotten here without you all. Thank you from the bottom of my heart. I’m
looking forward to the years ahead.
Papa, I wish you were here to see this day.
Thank you Lord. Let thy Will be for me be done.
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Christian Charles Allen Marsh

To my loving wife: Thank you! I appreciate how you were my rock throughout
law school. Through all of the stressful days, late night studying, and other
various things that I did for my degree that kept me away from you, I could
always count on you cheering me on and supporting me every single day. You
are my guardian angel babe, and I could not have done this without you. I am
so proud of how much we have grown over the past three years. Not only is
the next chapter of our lives promising, but I promise that I will always love
you and support you.
To my family: Thank you all! Everyone heard about me languishing about
how hard law school was (pretty often, unfortunately). However, every time
that I told you about how hard law school was, you always told me that I could
do it. I am so proud to tell you all that we did it!
Finally, a special shout out to my Dad. Thank you, Dad, for being there for me
when I was freaking out, even when it was at 2 a.m. and right before a final.
I am eternally grateful, and I love you all.

Ashlee Morse

To my family: Dad, Mom, Carlee, Hailee, Austin, Devin, Millie, Scarlett,
Grandma, Wes, and all my other family. Thanks for believing in me and
encouraging me to keep going even when I thought I couldn’t. Families are
forever and I’m glad you’re mine!
To the great friends UWCOL brought me: Thank you! For helping me study,
being a support, becoming some of the best friends I will ever have, and most
importantly, dancing at the Buckhorn. Law school brought some of the worst
times, but also some of the best times, only because of the people. I will miss
you all!
To Toni Hartzel and Addie Myers: Thanks for being the best “sisterwives” a
girl could ask for! I couldn’t have done this without you. I love you both!
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Adelaide Peabody Myers

To ELF: Decades from now, when you pull this program out of a box and reflect on your life since August 2017,
I hope you will find I showed you: (1) It’s never too late to start all over again, (2) You can do anything you want
to, on your own or with a partner, and (3) There is a big difference between work and a career. I couldn’t have
made it without your sacrifices. I hope it paid you large dividends. Love, Mom.
To Mom & Kent, Ivan, John, Sisterwives, and all my friends, old and new: I never felt alone. Even when I doubted
myself, you did not. Thank you.
To all my professors, especially Novo and Danielle Cover, thank you. Your dedication shows me you see me as
a whole person, not a passing exam number. Likewise, you are more than just professors to me, and I leave here
enriched by your examples.

G. Nolan Thomas

First, I would like to thank my father, S. Gregory Thomas of Gillette, Wyoming, for taking me to District Court
hearings in Gillette, Sundance, and Newcastle. Attending those hearings and reading the annotated Wyoming
Statutes in your office as a child piqued my interest in the legal profession. Your professionalism, intelligence, and
work ethic fueled my desire to attend the University of Wyoming College of Law and become a lawyer myself.
Also, thank you for refusing to let me leave the dinner table during first grade without practicing my reading
and writing. My elementary school teachers may have doubted my academic abilities, but you never did. Words
cannot express my gratitude for everything you have done for me.
Second, I would like to thank my uncle, Howard E. Strand of Littleton, Colorado, for inviting me to Wyoming
Cowboy football games as a kid and encouraging me to attend law school. Before those games you took me to the
law school and showed me the class of 89’s group photo. Seeing you and my father in that class picture inspired
me and made me determined to join you up there on the wall.
Third, I would like to thank my mother, Jennifer J. Thomas, M.D. of Gillette, Wyoming. Your dedication to
medicine and drive to succeed inspired me, and your unwavering love and support bolstered me throughout my
childhood and gave me the confidence to pursue my dream.
Fourth, I would like to thank Matthew H. Romsa of Cheyenne, Wyoming, Jeani L. Stone of Gillette, Wyoming,
and Jeremy D. Michaels of Gillette, Wyoming. Each of you provided me an opportunity to shadow a lawyer and
gain exposure to the legal profession. Without your mentorship and expertise, I might have never discovered my
passion and desire for a legal career. Thank you for taking the time to teach me about the most important aspects
of being a diligent, thorough, and hardworking legal professional.
Fourth, I would like to thank any friends and family not mentioned above. This group includes, but is not
necessarily limited to, Claire Thomas; Matthew, Maren, Rachael, and Phil Egging; Peggy Strand; Sheila Strand;
Jack and Kathy Thomas; Alexia, Devin, Celeste, and Britt Thomas; Larry and Peggy Study; Jeremy, Jon, and
Josh Settelmeyer; Carl Edelman; Alec Mesa; Bridger Rardin; Logan Anderson; Xavier Hamilton; Spencer Buche;
Billy Williams; Caleb Pettigrew; and the Class of 2020. Each of you helped me grow as a person and I would not
be here without you. I am forever indebted to each of you and thankful for the lessons you have taught me.
Last, and certainly not least, I would like to thank the entire community of Gillette for providing me with a
great place to grow up. Growing up alongside the children of coal miners, roughnecks, and ranchers instilled a
blue-collar work ethic in me and taught me the importance of hard work. Furthermore, the constant hostility and
nastiness shown towards people from Campbell County has forever placed a chip on my shoulder and made me
determined to disprove the false and ignorant stereotypes which continue to be perpetuated about the residents
therein.
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Connor Alexander Thompson

To Adrianne, thank you for being my best friend and supporting me. I cannot possibly express my gratitude to you
for all you do and I would not be where I am without you. To all of my family, thank you for all of your support
and guidance throughout this journey. To all of my friends, thank you for all of the laughs and for providing me
with some much needed time away from my studies. Finally, to all of the faculty and staff at the College of Law,
thank you so much for caring about the students and making this experience enjoyable.

Loren Mariah Wadas

To my Mom: Thank you for helping me through it all! Thank you for getting me through school and being a role
model for me in life. Thank you for helping me study, tutoring me, and teaching me how to do business. I could
not have come this far without you and I am forever grateful that you are my Mom.
To my Fiance: Thank you for keeping me sane. Thank you for studying with me and keeping me calm during
stressful times. You have been the light in my life and I could not have accomplished this without you.
To my Sister: Thank you for everything you have done to help me. I call you “Stick” but you are my rock and
I am so grateful to have you.
To my Dad: Thank you for reminding me to stay motivated but to stay balanced and stop and do something fun
every once and a while too. Thank you for always providing good food, a comfy couch, and a good movie when
I need to relax.
To my Papa: Thank you for always reminding me to do my homework and study! Thanks for always helping me
to complete all of my tasks in life. I am lucky to have such a great Papa.
To my friends and family: Thank you for all the support you have provided me over the past three years. It
means a lot to me to have such wonderful people in my life.

Emily Ruth Williams

I have thoroughly enjoyed my law school experience and want to thank my classmates for the ride. We have a
great class and I will miss you as we all move forward in our careers. I will miss the administrative staff and office
buddies who were always so supportive, helpful, and always stocked with chocolate. Additionally, I consider
myself really lucky to have chosen UW law because we have some of the best professors we could ask for. I
am grateful for these experienced attorneys who are so willing to help their students and who make us laugh
(occasionally cry), think, and work. I can’t mention professors without individually thanking Lauren McLane
who quickly became my mentor, supporter, and a great role model of an attorney who truly cares and fights for
her clients.
I couldn’t have done any of it without my family’s support. Mom and Dad, thanks for being my motivators,
doctors, audience, occasional therapists, number one fans, and the best parents a girl could ask for. Literally, I am
here because of you! Grandma Carol and Grandad, thanks for all of the phone calls, love, and encouraging words.
To the rest of my family, since it’s massive, THANK YOU for being my village. I thank God for the guidance,
care, and comfort as well as for putting these wonderful people and opportunities in my life. What a ride!
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Congratulations!
From all of us at the College of Law
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